1. Editorial board member to win the 2017 Breakthrough Prize for Mathematics: Jean Bourgain

2. Editors to win the 2015 Breakthrough Prize for Mathematics: Simon Donaldson and Richard Taylor
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**By the numbers**

- **Article Influence Score (2018):** 4.346
  - Rank by Article Influence Score among all math journals: #9

- **JCR (2018) Impact Factor:** 2.199

- **MR Citation Database MCQ (2018):** 2.79

- **JCR (2018) Five-year Impact Factor:** 2.766

- **SJR/SCImago Journal Rank (2017):** 6.155

- **Years in publication:** 84

- **Issues annually:** 18

- **Editorial board members:** 17

- **First year of publication:** 1935

- **Pages published through volume 167:** 134,585

- **Volumes in DMJ 100, published 1935–1999:** 100

- **Articles in DMJ 100:** 4,830

- **Abel Prize winners have published in DMJ:** 10

- **Fields Medalists have published in DMJ:** 27

- **Wolf Prize winners have published in DMJ:** 25

- **Countries in which institutions subscribe to DMJ:** 48

- **Institutions subscribe to DMJ:** 1,000+
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Does your library subscribe? dukeupress.edu/dmj